Abstract: Paroemias, or brief and sententious statements, constitute a linguistic treasure trove which is not always easy to compile. This is particularly so for paroemias of popular use, such as proverbs, due to their complex nature (metaphorical meaning, frequent suppression of lexical elements, use of archaic expressions and words, employment of rhetorical figures and so on). They are also expressions of popular wisdom handed down through oral tradition from generation to generation within a largely rural culture. Moreover, since many of these popular proverbs have fallen into disuse, they have become less understood, and therefore, less used. Despite the problems posed by paroemiographical work, there exist many collections dedicated to recording proverbs in popular use, in particular sayings, for their linguistic, didactic and ethnolinguistic value. This paper addresses the paremiographical work on proverbs carried out in Spain in order to take stock of the said work from the end of the 19 th century to the present. Then it analyses the paroemigraphical approaches used, the results obtained and their usefulness in paroemiological research. Furthermore, the application of new technologies to paroemiography and the enhancements which they have contributed, are also examined.
Introduction
Most languages possess to a certain extent a wealth of proverbs which stems from the roots of their culture and reaches down the centuries to the present day. Paroemias are brief sententious statements of a stable nature. They are present in the majority of languages and their usage may be learned or popular in nature. Those of learned usage can be divided into several subgroups, such as aphorisms and maxims:
Más vale un mal arreglo, que un buen pleito Agree, for the law is costly Ein magerer Vergleich ist besser als ein fetter Prozess Un mauvais accommodement vaut mieux qu'un bon procès Given that paroemias are found in all types of discourse (oral and written, learned and popular), it is important to know them not only for teaching and learning a language but also for translating from one language to another. Moreover, since paroemias of popular usage contain cultural references, they provide a gateway to the culture of a people2. Therefore they have been compiled in numerous works for their linguistic, didactic3 or ethnolinguistic4 value, since antiquity5. They are still being compiled either in collections entirely dedicated to paroemias or in appendices of grammars or language manuals6.
Compilation is not an easy task, especially in the case of paroemias of popular usage, mainly because they are complex in nature7 and also because they are expressions of popular wisdom handed down through oral tradition from generation to generation within a largely rural culture8. This culture differs from our contemporary technology-based culture in that its linguistic usage is distinct, such as the current predominance of locutions as opposed to proverbs. This has caused many of the paroemias of popular usage9 to fall out of use. As a consequence, many speakers have difficulties understanding their meaning.
The aim of this work is to study the methodology employed in the preparation of 'dictionaries of sayings' in Spain. It will try to answer the following questions: how do the sayings appear in the collections? Which criteria have been used for systematisation? To what extent has the application of new technologies enhanced paremiographic work? What scientific data do they contribute that is useful for paroemiological 1 In Spanish, two locutions joined by a conjunction and having a sententious meaning can occur, as in "to go for wool and to come back sheared." Since these linguistic units, on the frontier between paroemias and locutions, take the form of a locution with a sententious purpose, we deem it suitable to refer to them as "proverbial locutions." See this work for the classification of proverbs according to their use (Crida & Sevilla 2013 ) and the definitions given by Louis Combet for the different sententious statements (Combet 1971: 15-61) . 2 "Proverbs are elements that link us, not only when we speak and think but also when we communicate, to the source of a former wisdom (which cannot be ignored) and to customs and ways of life which belong to the collective memory" (Sáez 1996: 163) . 3 For the didactic value of the proverb, see Sevilla & Barbadillo (2004) . 4 For the ethnolinguistic value of proverbs, see Sevilla (2007) . 5 For the antiquity of proverbs and proverb collections, see El refranero castellano en la Edad Media by Hugo O. Bizzarri (2004) . 6 For the presence of Spanish proverbs in grammars and course books, see "La Paremiología comparada francesa y española" (Sevilla 1999) . 7 Many proverbs have a metaphorical meaning and stand out because of their use of rhetorical figures of speech, the presence of archaisms or verb tenses no longer in use such as the future subjunctive, and the suppression of lexical elements such as articles and verbs (García-Page 1990 and 1997; Corpas 1997: 147-169) . 8 The changes which the said culture has undergone, such as emigration from the countryside to the city, obligatory schooling, the introduction of mass media such as television and radio, the use of ICT and so on, have changed how it speaks. One of the consequences is that the use of proverbs of a popular character has diminished considerably. research? To this end, the most representative paroemiographic works published in Spain from the 19 th century to the present will be analysed. Only works dedicated to the compilation of sayings will be used. This paper is therefore written from a historicist perspective, imposing temporal, spatial and typological limitations, in order to establish the successes and deficiencies in the methodology used to compile sayings in paroemiographic works published in Spain.
Paroemiographic work in the 19th century
Even though the production of collections of proverbs published in Spain has continued apace since the Middle Ages10, this paper uses the end of the 19 th century as a point of departure for the study of works dedicated to the compilation of proverbs11 because José María Sbarbi y Osuna, who is considered the pioneer of modern paroemiology and paroemiography in Spain, began his investigative work during that period, thus establishing the fundamentals of those disciplines.
José María Sbarbi took an interest in compiling the stable linguistic units of the Spanish language (proverbs and idioms) for various reasons: they play an important role in the speech of a people, they display the extent of their imagination and they act as a barometer for the degree of linguistic richness achieved by a civilisation. Sbarbi repeatedly alludes to the beauty and spontaneity of these popular expressions, defining them as "flowers of the countryside spontaneously blossoming" (1873).
Conscious of the large number of phraseological and paroemiological units in Spanish, Sbarbi applies several criteria to their compilation (linguistic, typological, pragmatic, lexical, and alphabetic) The collected material is presented in alphabetical order by keyword (nouns and verbs). In order to make them understandable, Sbarbi explains their meaning, at times giving examples and, where possible, their origin:
Richer than Croesus. This applies to the person who has immense wealth, alluding to Croesus, the fifth and last king of Lydia, and one of the richest men in history. He ruled 550 years before the birth of Christ.
In some cases, Sbarbi notes the existence of synonyms. In addition, Sbarbi gives the paroemiological category, for proverbs and proverbial phrases: 10 For the collections of proverbs published in Spain from the Middle Ages to the present, see the works of Bizzarri (2004: 89-121) and Louis Combet (1971: 109-167, and 289-335) . 11 For paroemiography in the 19th Century, see our work dated 1996 and the work carried out in collaboration with Manuel Sevilla published in 2000a. 12 This work, reedited in 1980 (Ediciones Atlas, Madrid), can be consulted online at the CervantesVirtual Library: http:// www.cervantesvirtual.com/obra/florilegio-o-ramillete-alfabetico-de-refranes-y-modismos-comparativos-y-ponderativos-de-lalengua-castellana--0/. Nevertheless, this data is missing from many locutions and in some cases, he explains that it is an expression or a phrase. Likewise, not all of the proverbs are given a paroemiological category. Every attempt at a typological distinction is therefore appreciated, even if it is not successful or systematic.
Despite these shortcomings, Sbarbi's work is of great value since it provides a model for the creation of a repertoire of phraseological and paroemiological units with information that is of interest for researching such units.
In 1872, a year before Florilegio [Anthology], the Libro de los refranes [Book of Proverbs] was published. It proved a notable work since it contains a collection of 1,800 Spanish proverbs which had not been recorded in any paroemiographic works published up to then. The proverbs are presented in alphabetical order and glossed with clear concise explanations. Sbarbi devoted himself to the expansion of this repertoire for years, but he never finished it: death intervened and he did not live to see it appear in print because of his constant desire to add new and ever more interesting and entertaining data to it on a daily basis, before deciding to send it to the printer" (p. 11). Thus the Gran diccionario de refranes de la lengua española [The Big Dictionary of Proverbs in the Spanish Language] was published in Buenos Aires in 1943.
It seems that Sbarbi had planned on glossing the proverbs in such a way as to constitute a harmonious ensemble filed by subject, after the style of the collections of proverbs published in France13. Since Sbarbi was fluent in French, he translated works from French into Spanish and had in his library a considerable number of paroemiographical works in French14. But, since he was no longer around to finish the work, a nephew named Manual José García, thought it more opportune to publish the material in the form of a dictionary in lexical-alphabetical order by noun and verb.
The dictionary is a very useful collection, containing not only proverbs but also a good number of verbal locutions, some proverbial phrases, proverbial locutions and collocations.
One repertoire from the end of the 19th century is worth a mention. In 1890 Eduardo Orbaneja y Majada published El saber del pueblo [The Wisdom of the People], a collection of Spanish paroemias (proverbs, proverbial phrases, aphorisms, maximes, axioms, adages, apothegms and sayings) and paroemias from other languages. Orbaneja uses the following method: -description of the origins of the sayings; -definition of the proverb, saying, adage, sentence, aphorism, axiom, maxim or apothegm; -Spanish proverbs in lexico-alphabetical order briefly explained; -proverbs contained in a codex in the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid [National Library of Madrid] entitled Exemplos y fábulas morales [Moral Examples and Fables]; -the moral aphorisms of Seneca; -a selection of English, Arabic, Turkish, Russian, Latin, French, Indian, Scottish, German, Danish, Greek, Italian, Chinese and Persian proverbs; -thoughts of literary figures and philosophers, not in their language of origin but translated into Spanish.
Like Sbarbi, Orbaneja uses a pragmatic criterion in selecting the proverbs in common use for his repertoire. He attempts to present the separate paroemiological categories, but does not distinguish between proverb and proverbial phrase: they are mixed together in the chapter on proverbs. In contrast to Sbarbi, Orbaneja includes both paroemias of varying linguistic provenance and paroemias of learned and popular usage in the same collection. In the same way, he defines the different types of paroemia and enriches his work with paroemias from other languages; Nevertheless, since Orbaneja opts for a literal translation into Spanish without including the original, the section on proverbs from other languages loses it scientific value for the paroemiologist or the traductologist.
Paroemiographic work in the 20 th

Century
The 20 th century can be divided into two periods defined by the decision of the Real Academia de la Lengua Española [Royal Academy of the Spanish Language] to exclude proverbs from its dictionary of the Spanish language starting with the twenty-ninth edition (1970) . Julio Casares, a lexicologist, academic and the secretary of the Academy, made this suggestion for the following reasons: proverbs had fallen out of use, many interpretations did not correspond to the meaning they had in the 1950s and, furthermore, study was outside the remit of lexicography (Lapesa 1964: 426) . The main reason however, was to keep the dictionary to a manageable size (Alvar 1983: 221)15
Paroemiographic work during the first half of the 20th Century
We will examine a selection of works on proverbs from the first period of the 20th century, which use varied criteria for their collection and classification. Some paroemiographers, such as Francisco Rodríguez Marín or Luis Martínez Kleiser, attempt to compile the maximum number of proverbs. Others, in contrast, set out to record proverbs according to their themes or types, for instance Fermín Sacristán, Gabriel Vergara Martín, José Gella Iturriaga, Nieves de Hoyos Sancho or Luis Martínez Kleiser himself. All of them provide solutions for the systematization of paroemias, and of proverbs in particular. We will now examine their paroemiographic methodology.
At the beginning of the 20 th century, Doctrinal de Juan del Pueblo [Doctrinal of John of the People] is published in two volumes, in 1907 and 1911 respectively. Its author, Fermín Sacristán, uses the ideological criterion to group proverbs by subject in alphabetical order, but only reaches the letter "c". As stated in the prologue, it was planned to publish additional volumes to include the 22,000 remaining proverbs the author had recorded (1907: X).
Despite its incomplete nature, the Doctrinal constitutes a collection of proverbs of great paroemiological value due to the data that accompanies each paroemia. In addition to giving the meaning and referencing it from classical texts, the researcher provides the correspondences, in their original form, for the dialects and languages of the Spanish mainland as well as for Latin and the Romance languages.
Sacristán completes the work with various indices. Each volume has two: an index of concepts and an index of the proverbs contained in each volume. The paroemias are ordered by keyword according to the norms established by the Real Academia Española [Royal Spanish Academy] 
The paroemiographic material in the collection comprises proverbial phrases and proverbs such as Lo barato es caro and Lo que abunda no daña16. However, the anthologist stops short of stating that all of the selected paroemias are proverbs. He recognises that there is such confusion among paroemiologists that nobody knows with certainty what proverbs, sayings, adages, maxims, sentences, apothegms, aphorisms and so on, actually are. (Sacristán, 1907: XIII) . For this reason, the title of his collection does not contain the word "proverb" but "John of the People," in other words, the people par excellence (Alonso & Huerta, 2000: 273) .
Despite this shortcoming, it is an "excellent treatise of the kind we all call worldly wisdom." Sacristán knows how to assemble a charming collection of works which mixes gravitas with lightheartedness and chooses the proverbs well "in constructing his commentary and narration, without doing any violence to them and gentle as April rain" (Rodríguez Marín 1914: 169) .
While Sacristán records proverbs of a moral content and universal range, Gabriel Vergara Martín focuses on geographic proverbs of a limited range, since he considers that they are not sufficiently studied and should be collected to avoid them being lost, as many had already fallen into disuse. Therefore, he puts them in a dictionary, together with other expressions of popular language of a geographical nature, as seen in the title of the work: Diccionario geográfico popular de cantares, refranes, adagios, proverbios, locuciones proverbiales y modismos españoles [Popular Geographical Dictionary of Spanish Ballads, Proverbs, Adages, Sayings, Proverbial Locutions and Idioms]. Published in 1923, this collection provides Vergara with a starting point for its continued expansion. In 1936 he makes many changes and republishes it under the new title Refranero geográfico español [Collection of Spanish Geographical Proverbs]. Vergara does not limit himself to the Spanish language but includes paroemias from the different regions of Spain (Gallecian, Asturian, Basque, Navarro, Aragonese, Catalan, Valencian, Murcian, Extremaduran, Leonian, etc.); Some are in their original form and others are followed by their Spanish equivalent. The paroemiological and phraseological units are divided into three parts plus an appendix: -those alluding to Spain and to the Spaniards, in particular to the natives of the different regions and provinces; -those referring to geographical features (hills, capes, rivers and so on); -those relating to different Spanish localities; -those referring to imaginary places or places which are used figuratively.
Thanks to its content, this collection of proverbs has become a work of reference for geographical proverbs.
The academic Francisco Rodríguez Marín is a scholar of Spanish folklore and of Spanish popular literature, therefore proverbs have an important place in his research. For that reason his aim was "the preparation and publication of the Refranero español [Collection of Spanish Proverbs] which would leave all of the collections published in our country in the halfpenny place" (1924: VIII). However, its publication was continually postponed, mostly because the author could not establish a satisfactory "classification plan". In 1924 he had almost given up hope of ever getting it into print. Then the publication of the second edition of the Vocabulario de refranes y frases proverbiales [Vocabulary of Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases] (1627) by master Gonzalo Correas, a work presented in traditional alphabetical order, encouraged him.
He collated the proverbs of Correas with his own and put aside those that overlapped about 9,000 proverbs. The remaining paroemiographic material, arranged in alphabetical order, as was customary with most anthologists, and preceded by an essay on the distinctive features of proverbs, would become the work entitled Más de 21.000 refranes castellanos no contenidos en la copiosa colección del maestro Gonzalo Correas [Over 21,000 Spanish Proverbs not included in Master Gonzalo Correas' Copious Collection] (1926) . Rodríguez Marín at times illustrates the proverbs with brief explanations, quotations from other authors or fragments of literary works or popular folk songs in which proverbs are quoted. He would complete his repertoire with three more collections 17 always with the aim of contributing proverbs not recorded by Gonzalo Correas. This work is the result of more than half a century of reading and researching oral tradition. Nevertheless, not all of the proverbs included come from oral tradition: some are straight out of the imagination of the people who created them in imitation of existing proverbs, so that they could take them to Rodríguez Marín. With this in mind, one should consult this collection with prudence and always compare its contents with that of other collections which are based on consultation with informants.
Luis Martínez Kleiser, another member of the Real Academia de la Lengua Española [Royal Academy of the Spanish Language], approaches popular wisdom via proverbs, in particular proverbs about the weather. Martínez Kleiser does not concoct a repertoire, but rather a properly paroemiological classification of proverbs concerned with the weather and with its relation to time: day and night, the seasons, the years, months, weeks, days, and hours. His book, which was published in 1945, opens new paths for other researchers. Martínez Kleiser himself, guided by the academic Julio Casares, continues on the paroemiographic path to bring to completion his Refranero general ideológico español [Collection of General Ideological Spanish Proverbs] (1953), one of the collections most consulted by scholars of the proverb.
Many difficulties were overcome during its preparation phrase not least the time spent on compiling and classifying the proverbs according to concept, from 1947 to 1953. Martínez Kleiser consulted some thirty works published between 1386 and 1950, and the works of Rodríguez Marín y Correas in particular. It contains a total of 65,085 proverbs numbered and listed in alphabetical order under 2,500 headings. The source consulted is also referenced and the comments of Rodríguez Marín included. The work opens with an interesting study on the definition of the proverb, its distinctive features, its origins and etymology. This study also includes a comparison with the folk song and with the proverbial phrase. It ends with an index of references. Nevertheless, this collection would be criticised by paroemiologists for the superficiality of its conceptual classification since only the external features of the proverbs are addressed, and the various semantic fields are mixed (Ferrandiz 1978) .
Theme is the criterion that guides José Gella Iturriaga in compiling his Refranero del mar [Collection of Proverbs of the Sea] (1944) which lists 10,045 numbered Spanish proverbs in alphabetical order, each glossed, some succinctly. The proverbs address customs of seaside populations, coastal topography, meteorology, navigation, the navy, oceanography, naval construction, maritime and fishing commerce, including river fishing, and so on. The repertoire should have comprised three parts: including true proverbs (volume I), proverbial locutions (volume II). A separate index would have been included in part III, but it was never published. Gella acknowledges that, in most cases, proverbs originate in oral tradition. This work is innovative in so far as it is the first collection of maritime proverbs, not only in Spain, but also in either Great Britain, Portugal or the Netherlands. This is stated in the prologue to the collection by its author, Julio F. Guillén, of the Real Academia de la Historia [Royal Academy of History] (p. IX).
In 1954, another paroemiographic work focusing on classifying and commenting on themed proverbs in this case Spanish agriculture, was published. The merit of its author, Nieves de Hoyos Sancho, resides in having collected, classified and glossed agricultural proverbs of a national character, whereas what had previously appeared in print merely amounted to a compilation that was regional in character (p. 12).
This geographical criterion excludes proverbs of a universal character, such as moral proverbs. However, this work includes other popular expressions such as sentences, aphorisms, folk songs and so forth.
Even though Hoyos does not attempt to find proverbs in other languages, she sometimes includes those in another closely-related language, because they serve to show that different peoples think and speak in the same way vis-à-vis similar situations. For instance, the comparison with Portuguese proverbs demonstrates the similarity between methods of cultivation and animal husbandry (p. 31).
Luis de Hoyos introduces the collection with a brief study on the difficulties raised by proverbs, and in particular by agricultural proverbs: definition, distinction of proverbs (adage and saying), function, truth and falsity, origin, ordering and classification. The proverbs are distributed thematically (the labourer, the climate, lands, labour, trees, cereals, the olive grove, vines, livestock, and so on). Given the enormous size of a collection of agricultural proverbs, Hoyos limits the number of significant themes to 26.
In the prologue, Hoyos (p. 28) explains the problems encountered during the classification process: some proverbs can be included in two or more sections at the same time; a word can have several meanings or the approach used has different meanings in different regions. Hoyos comments on how said problems have been solved and on the approach used. She also comments on the sources consulted in order to understand the meaning of the proverbs and thereby place them in the correct section.
This selection of proverbs yields very interesting data for our study. Francisco Rodríguez Marín and Luis Martínez Kleiser present the Spanish language in all its proverbial richness and attempt to collect a large number of similar proverbs and paroemias (proverbial phrases and proverbial locutions). However, they differ in the criterion they use for their classification, which is strictly alphabetical in Rodríguez Marín's case, and ideological and lexical in Martínez Kleiser's. The criteria employed by both paroemiographers raise difficulties with locating all of the recorded paroemias: a paroemia cannot be found in the Rodríguez Marín collection unless its correct form is already known. Similarly, if one is not accurate regarding the idea or word assigned to a particular paroemia by Martínez Kleiser, it will not be found in his repertoire.
We encounter the same difficulty in Gella Iturriaga's collection of maritime proverbs since the systematic index which he was developing was never published.
Attempting to circumvent these problems, Fermín Sacristán groups the proverbs according to theme and includes an index by keyword in alphabetical order. As for Gabriel Vergara Martín and Nieves Hoyos Sáinz, both opt for organising the proverbs according to their geographical or agricultural references, respectively. Martínez Kleiser adopts the same solution in his collection of weather proverbs.
Paroemiographical work in the second half of the 20 th century
In 1967 the exclusion of proverbs from the twenty-ninth edition of the Diccionario de la lengua española [Dictionary of the Spanish Language] (1970) by the Royal Spanish Academy at the instigation of Julio Casares, led the Academy to organise a competition for the preparation of a dictionary of proverbs, the majority of which were found in the Academy's dictionary up to then. The winners were Juana G. Campos and Ana Barella. They produced a dictionary of said proverbs, to which they added proverbs in use which had not been compiled in previous paroemiographic works and proverbs to be found in specific texts of literary interest since the Middle Ages. The dictionary was published in 1973 and contains approximately 3,500 proverbs in alphabetical order by keyword (noun, verb, adjective or pronoun). We are provided with the meaning of the proverbs, with an explanation of any archaism or obsolete word, as well as with formal variations. The repertoire contains an index of keywords at the end. As in Sbarbi's collection, Campos and Barella order their proverbs by keyword and also include their meaning. In contrast to Sbarbi, they provide the paroemiological concordances with previous collections, as well as occurrences in literary works.
This "academic" collection of proverbs eclipsed the production of other collections, as these amounted to mere compendiums of proverbs in alphabetical order with no data of paroemiological interest.
In the period 1950-2000, an ever increasing number of paroemiographic repertoires was published, many in accordance with a traductological criterion. This phenomenon resulted from the development of modern paroemiology: paroemias were of growing interest to university researchers (philologists, linguists and traductologists) such as Jesús Cantera, María Teresa Zurdo or José Enrique Gargallo.
Jesús Cantera and Eugenio de Vicente are the authors of a selection of sentences and proverbs in two volumes, the first having 1,468 French paroemias with their Spanish correspondences, while the second lists 2,879 Spanish paroemias with their correspondences in French. Each volume has a lexical index at the end. Cantera and De Vicente have been pragmatic in their selection of paroemias, limiting themselves to recording the proverbs most used in speech and in writing. Both linguists acknowledge in the introduction (p. 10) that they could have grouped the paroemias by theme, but that they preferred to use alphabetical order, having first numbered them. They hold that the numbering system facilitates the location of paroemias and synonyms in the lexical index.
Jesús Cantera continued working on correspondences, as part of a research group this time. In 1996, in collaboration with Julia Sevilla, he established the first paroemiographic research team, with the aim of producing a collection of Spanish proverbs with their correspondences in Galician, Basque, Catalan, French and English. The result was 877 refranes españoles con su correspondencia catalana, gallega, vasca, francesa e inglesa [877 Spanish Proverbs with their Catalan, Gallecian, Basque, French and English Correspondences] (1998), carried out by five teacher-researchers. This is the first collection of proverbs with this combination of languages -the four official languages of Spain and two languages of great importance (French and English).
In 1998, Cantera and J. Sevilla established a second team whose working languages also constituted a novel linguistic combination. This team is formed of fourteen linguists from the Complutense University of Madrid, CLUNY-ISEIT (Catholic University of Paris) and UCLA (Los Angeles, United States of America), ten of whom belong to the research project Fraseología multilateral [Multilateral Phraseology] [877 Spanish Proverbs] . Those two books, edited by Cantera and J. Sevilla, are not only dictionaries of proverbs in alphabetical order but also scientific studies of paroemias in popular use. They are the first collections of proverbs and proverbial phrases published in Spain in these working languages and with the intention of promoting paroemiological research. To this end, in addition to a brief explanation of the meaning of each sententious statement as is done by the majority of paroemiographers, they also include valuable information for the study of paroemias. Possible variants are provided, as are synonyms and antonyms, as well as one or two correspondences for each working language. Two indices, one of themes and the other of keywords, are included, in addition to a list of written and oral sources (paroemiographic works and informants). The proverbs are numbered and presented in alphabetical order. Both books contain an index of key ideas and an index of keywords.
The aim of these works is to progressively produce a multilingual corpus of paroemias, taking account of thematic, morphosyntactic, pragmatic and traductological criteria. In time it will enable a formal contrastive and semantic study to facilitate a deeper understanding of paroemias.
Paroemiographic work in the 21 st Century
Paroemiographic work is now evolving with respect to what existed in previous centuries, particularly in Spain. This is due for the most part to research methods and to the application of ICT. The public funding of research projects has led to the establishment of work teams for the purposes of preparing collective works. Since the Refranero multilingüe is aimed at students and teachers (of Spanish as a foreign language principally), translators and interpreters, researchers of paroemias, ethnologists and sociologists, the database pursues various objectives, namely: -to preserve a part of the cultural heritage of Spanish and of other working languages; -to disseminate Spanish via proverbs; -to facilitate the teaching and learning of Spanish as a native and foreign language; -to provide translators and interpreters with a tool for consulting databases; -to research into popular wisdom. In order to reach these objectives, a novel approach has been used: it takes into account previous paroemiographical works, in particular bilingual and multilingual works (Sevilla-Muñoz & Martinez 2011) 21; research by members of the team; and other approaches suggested by prominent paroemiographers. The methodology applied is supported by the fundamental concepts of the PAREFRAS Research Group: the paroemia and its typology, the paroemiological universals, the literal and the conceptual correspondence, the techniques for finding paroemiological correspondences22 and the paroemiological minimum (Sevilla & Barbadillo 2005) . The database aims for didactic and traductological relevance. This objective determines 1. its choice of paroemias and its choice of contents (the contents of the database) and 2. the choice of paroemias and their contents ((the contents of the paroemias).
The collected paroemias belong to the Spanish paroemiological minimum which frequently appear in literary works. For this reason, the sources consulted during the selection process are both written and oral.
By and large, the selection of Spanish paroemias consists of proverbs and proverbial phrases with their correspondences in several languages (German, Catalan, French, Galician, Ancient Greek, modern Greek, Magyar, English, Italian, Latin, Polish, Portuguese, Rumanian, Russian and Basque) .
The originality of this database resides in its combination of languages and in the information provided. At the time of writing, it constitutes a unique combination of languages. All possible variants and synonyms are given for each Spanish paroemia, as well as its hyperonym and paroemiological antonyms. The key idea, the type of paroemia, the sources and a selection of contexts are also identified. Similarly, the meaning is included in addition to lexical notes (clarifications of the form or content of a word / phrase, if no longer in use or archaic) and cultural observations. The correspondences are accompanied by literal translations, possible variants, as well as synonyms and antonyms, sources and contexts.
The use of ICT has facilitated the presentation of information pertaining to each paroemia. The overall record is rich in content, easy to consult and continually updated with new data. This work reflects the research undertaken in continual development by a team of some forty specialists from different countries. The team consists of researchers from several countries and does its research from a philological standpoint. Its objective is to locate variants in Spanish, and possible correspondences or synonymous paroemias in other Romance languages and dialects.
The expansion of BADARE has led to the creation of the ParemioRom 24 database which aims to explore new ways of researching Romance paroemiology through the study of weather proverbs and their territorial and geolinguistic dimension extracted from written sources, and through the study of oral sources.
These two paroemiographic research teams collaborate closely with other teams, such as ALIENTO and DicAuPro who create databases using ICT.
Since 2008, the Aliento Project is being developed in France, under the direction of Marie-Christine Bornes Varol (INALCO, Paris) and Mari Sol Ortola (University of Lorraine, Nancy)25. The purpose of Aliento is to build a database for the study of written sources relating to the transmission, circulation and evolution of sapiential statements on the Iberian Peninsula from the 9th to the 15th centuries across three cultures Sevilla and Manuel Sevilla (2000b , 2004a , 2004b , 2005a y 2005b and Julia Sevilla (2011 These databases provide a great quantity of easily accessible data for a linguistic community that is showing ever-increasing interest in paroemias.
Conclusions
The study of paroemiographic work since the end of the 19 th century with regard to Spanish paroemias, leads us to the following conclusions.
The compilation, classification and presentation of expressions of popular wisdom gives rise to problems that paroemiographers have tried to solve using different criteria (linguistic, lexical, ideological, pragmatic, ethnolinguistic and so on). This paper has analysed some of the more significant approaches of the end of the 19 th century by prestigious scholars of a humanist background. Some of them, such as Rodríguez Marín or Martínez Kleiser to name but two, are members of the Real Academia de la Lengua Española.
Paroemiographic work underwent many changes during the second half of the 20 th century, due to the gradual falling into disuse of popular paroemias. This was the principal reason for their exclusion from the Royal Academy's Diccionario de la lengua española, and, subsequently, from other lexicographic works.
Even as paroemias have fallen into disuse, interest in their study has grown leading to the birth and development of modern paroemiology starting in the 1980s , and to its consolidation in the 21 st century. The establishment of research groups in the academic community since 200427 and the funding of research projects from different institutions, has favoured scientific cooperation both at national and international level,and the creation of working groups consisting of a large number of specialists from several countries. In this way, individual paroemiographic research is being replaced by teamwork at an international level. Teamwork enables the creation of multilingual databases and the consultation of a great number of oral and written sources.
The use of ICT facilitates the systematisation of paroemias in highly informative records searchable under every possible criterion: linguistic, traductological, pragmatic and ethnolinguistic. Without recourse to ICT, the widespread dissemination of these collective works would have been difficult. For this reason, the current trend is for databases supported by computer technology, such as the Refranero multilingüe or BADARE.
Since many paroemias have fallen into disuse, it is clear that, on collecting material that reflects their current state, contemporary research benefits from a balance between written and oral sources. Similarly, there is a visible preoccupation with research that aids both the scientific and linguistic communities since research past and current attempt to create: -methodologies based on a unified terminology; -databases that are continually updated, and with multiple search criteria and unlimited space for content; -subject matter with different applications (philological, didactic, traductological, ethnological) .
Advances in the field of paroemiography in the 21 st century are continuous and scientifically rigorous. They provide the needs of the linguistic community in general, and of paroemiologists in particular. We are therefore witnessing a period of great relevance for paroemiography.
